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Abstract

An analysis is made of the spectral characteristics of the cloud cover observed over
Africa for a period of three ~onths. The results indicate the predominance of a 2-2.7 day
spectral peak within the vicinity of the Equator (100N-I00S) with the intensity of this peak
much stronger over land than over the ocean. The peak itself may not be detected if the
smallest resolved area used in the data analysis is too large. Coherence was found to be
maximum in belt-like configurations along certain latitude bands. The phase difference,
although very noisy, indicates a horizontal scale on the order at 2000 kilometers.

1 I od .variance in the cloud data and winds exists for
.ok uctloo .

d I h 5 d d ifi allpeno s ess t an ays an , more spec c y,
The recent GATE project in the tropical in the neighborhood of 2 days. Because of this

Atlantic provided a unique data set with which fact, it appears that some other explanation is
to investigate the dynamics of the equatorial needed to describe the triggering of mesoscale
atmosphere.. It appears from the observational systems in the equatorial belt.
results which have been published so far that A few years ago, Orlanski (1973) pointed out
our previous understanding of the relationship that a large amount of available potential energy,
between cloud clusters and the large-scale easter- sufficient to generate large-scale internal waves,
ly waves which exist in those latitudes are not is contained in the oscillatory atmospheric
completely understood. boundary layer. The persistent oscillatory diurnal

The idea that mesoscale systems in equatorial behavior of the atmospheric boundary layer is
regions are primarily triggered by long waves able to parametrically excite internal gravity
has evolved from the erroneous belief that there waves. These waves are typically characterized
are no other sources of large-scale motion in the by periods that could be twice as long as the
tropical atmosphere that could organize extensive diurnal forcing period. As discussed in Orlanski's
areas of convergence suitable for cloud clusters. paper, the maximum unstable waves depend on
The easterly waves since first observed by Riehl the latitude at which they are excited. In the
(1945) and Palmer (1951) were extensively dis- equatorial belt, the maximum unstable wav~s will
cussed in the scientific literature by synoptic have periods close to 2 days and the horizontal
studies (Riehl, 1965; Yanai, 1961, 1963, 1968; scale is then fixed by the dispersion relation for
Murakami, 1972; Reed and Recker, 1971), and waves with a vertical scale equal to the height
by spectral analyses (Yanai et al., 1968; Wallace of the diurnally varying boundary layer. In a
and Chang, 1969; Nitta, 1970; Chang et aI.., 1970; numerical study, Orlanski (1976) showed that,
and Wallace, 1971). There is some evidence from for the equatorial atmosphere, the horizontal
those studies that easterly waves are generated scales can be as large as 2000 kilometers. The
by shear instability of the mean easterly flow horizontal direction of these waves is normally
(Lipps, 1970). The estimated wavelength of such random; however, if the waves grow in the
waves is about 4000 km with periods of roughly presence of a zo.nal flow, they will be oriented
5 days. A more definitive result was obtained in rolls which are. parallel to the mean wind.
by the wind analysis of Burpee (1972) in which Orlanski's (1976) comparison of the numerical
the 4 or 5 day peak was unquestionably present. simulation and the GATE results was very en-
The surprising observational result which emerged couraging. However, Orlanski's proposed mecha-
from GATE was that a considerable amount of nism strongly depends on the diurnal variability

.
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of the atmospheric stability. Although this posed by Orlanski, or if the trapeze mechanism
variability is not very large over the ocean, the is responsible' for the 2-day waves, then the
presence of these 2-day waves in ocean areas generating mechanism for such waves is very
opens the possibility that these 2-day waves are efficient. Consequently, an analysis of meteoro-
either not related to the trapeze instability pro- logical parameters over land, where the diurnal

Fig. 1 A typical set of infrared day and night mosaics used in the
analysis. The observational area is defined by the heavy white
rectangle.

---'--
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variability is large, must show a 2-day peak for PERIOD (days)
the trapeze instability to be related to those 1

100waves.
It is therefore the purpose of this paper to 5°N 00

discuss the spectral distribution of cloud cover
over the African continent with particular em-
phasis on wave periods smaller than 4 days. ~
Section 2 deals with the data acquisition and ~
analysis, while in section 3 we shall discuss the N:
results in terms of power spectra, variance, and ~
coherence as a function of latitude and longi- 8
tude. Finally, in section 4 we shall discuss the 0
conclusions which we have derived from these 9

uresults. -

2. Data Aquisition and Analysis

The cloud data used in this study was obtained -lAGol' day,
from the video output of the NOAA-4 polar- 1 LAGolC dOY'! "x~'

LAGo'C day, IC'X'..orbiting satellite. Mosaics from the infrared day
and the infrared night observations were analyzed 5
to obtain two daily cloud cover observations over

V)

the African domain. The satellite observations ~
were taken over 3 hour intervals and centered ~
about 0800Z (day obs.) and 2000Z (night obs.). N@"
An example of the mosaics used for this study ~ 10
is shown in Fig. 1. Cloud cover data used here 8
is limited to an area bounded by 15°N to 200S g
and 25°W to 600E; approximately 45% of this g
region covers central and southern Africa. The -

area was then divided into 5° squares in which
the cloud cover of the brightest upper 70% of
the gray scale was considered and the area of y -I
cloud cover was estimated to the nearest one- FREQUENC (days) !

tenth. The time records of cloud cover over the Fig. 2 Power spectra at soN, 00 and 100S
domain were fairly continuous. Missing data 2soB for 10 and IS day lags in a SoX
occurred in less than 5% of the total number So grid and a 10 day lag for a 100X
of observations. The missing data was estimated 100 grid.
by a linear interpolation in the time record. The
temporal extension of the records was three details related to them but rather refer the reader
months, beginning March 1, 1975 and ending to Yanai, et al. (1968) or Hartmann (1974) for
May 31, 1975 thus providing 184 observations the particulars. Different time lags were used in
in each observational area. Using the digitized the analysis; specifically, the results that we will
data, the computer recreated the satellite pictures show in the following sections have 10- and 15-
by using a shade-plotting routine, and the shading day maximum time lags with the statistical as-
was directly proportional to the cloud cover ob- surance that the level of confidence is reasonably
served. The computerized pictures were then high when the maximum time lag is no more
compared to the actual mosaics to correct any than 15% of the total record. An example of
obvious error or bias in the interpolation of the the power spectra of cloud ~over is shown in
missing data points. Fig. 2 where the curves in the upper half of the

The 144 records corresponding to each 5° X figure correspond to a location of (5°N, 0°) and
5 o box were analyzed by standard techniques such those in the lower half of the figure correspond

as the time lag power spectra and band-average to (100S, 25°E). The three curves for each loca-
FFT spectra. Since these methods are widely tion represent the power spectra for 10 and 15
used in the literature, we will not mention the day maximum time lag for an area of 5° X 5°
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and the power spectra for a maximum time lag resembles the position of the ITCZ at this time
of 10 days and an area of 10° X 10°. Notice that of the year as one would expect due to the high
the difference between the 10 and 15 day time concentration of cloud cover. For comparative
lag for the same area is insignificant for the illustration, Fig. 7 shows monthly total precipi-
5° X 5° area analyses. Large differences can be tation areas over Africa for March 1975. Also,
seen however when the observational area is notice that the variance has strong maxima in
quadrupled as in the 10° X 10° case. We will two well-defined locations for bands, 2, 3 and 4.
discuss these differences in more detail in another One maximum is located from the Equator to
section. Moreover, the striking features that we 10°8 and from 200E to 300E; the other is
can see in both locations, 5°N and 10°8, is the centered in the western part of Africa along the
predominance of a peak in the neighborhood of Guinea Coast, specifically at (5°N, 0°). Power
2 days and a secondary maximum around 4 or
5 days. In the following sections we will present
more details of ,the power spectra, coherence,
and phase differences as a function of latitude
and longitude.

3. Results I

a. Variance
The integration of the power spectra over 4

band frequencies was performed in order to
obtain the variance. These bands were defined
as follows: band 1 from 20 days to 10 days,
band 2 from 10 days to 3.3 days; band 3 from
3.3 days to 1.67 days, and band 4 from 1.67 days
to 1 day. Contours of the variance in units of
(cloud cover)2x 102 as a function of latitude and
longitude are shown for the different bands in
Figs. 3-6.. One can immediately notice that bands
3 and 4 (Figs. 5 and 6), have the larger variance.
In the latter two figures the contours of the. .,. td .'--' t-l 'k fashion hich Fig. 4 As m Fig. 3 but for band 2 (10 days-
vanance ex en in a UCl i e w 3.25 days).

.Contours of variance for
months-10 days) in units of (cloud Fig. 5 As in Fig. 3 but for band 3 (3.25 days-
cover)2x 102. 1.7 days).
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spectra along these maxima show interesting b. Power Spectra
results as we shall see from the power spectra. Initially, we will consider the former of the

maxima discussed in the previous .sub-section,
i.e. the equatorial maximum in the center of the
continent. The power spectra shown in Fig. 8
was calculated with a 10 day maximum lag along
25°E longitude. Notice the intense maximum
around 5 days over the Equator and a secondary
maximum at about 2.5 days extending from the
Equator to 10°8. The diurnal maximum is close
to the Nyquist frequency due to our two daily
observations; therefore, we shall not discuss it
here nor shall we discuss the large power spectra
for periods longer than 10 days because of the
temporal limits of our records. In order to verify
that the time lag power spectra is consistent with
the results of other analysis methods, we have
also calculated ,the band average fast Fourier
spectra using the full record. The results of this
calculation along the same longitude are shown
in Fig. 9. The similarities between the location
and intensity of the spectral peaks are clearly

Fig. 6 As in Fig. 3 but for band 4 (1.7 days- seen. In view of this comparison, the time lag
1 day). power spectra appears to be somewhat smoother

PRECIPITATION (MAR 1975)
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Fig. 7 Total precipitation for March 1975 over Africa and
surrounding islands and also including parts of southern
Europe and the Near East. (Monthly Climatic Data for

the World, March 1975).
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Fig, 8 The 10 day lag power spectra at 25°E Fig, 9 The FFr power spectra at 25°E as a
as a function of latitude. function of latitude,

Fig. 10 The 10 day lag power spectra as a function of latitude from 25°W to 0° longitude,
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Fig. 11 As in Fig. 10 but from 5°E to 300E.

than the FFT band ~verage spectra. moving from west to east. The diurnal variability
The two predominant peaks observed in Figure nevertheless seems to be very weak or non-

8, that is, the 4-5 and 2-2.7 day peaks, can be existent. Variance in the 4 to 5 day range is
detected not only at one particular longitude, noticeable, but not as a distinct peak. Moving
such as 25°E as shown in Figure 8, but rather further eastward, the lower graphs of Figure 10,
seems to be a feature of the spectra at all longi- we observe considerable intensification of the
tud~s in the observation area. Figures 10 and diurnal variability as well as the variance of the
11 show the power spectra as a function of lati- 2-2.7 day band. A similar increase in variance
tude for the longitudes analyzed. The locations is also observed for longer periods. It is interest-
of the cross sections are shown on .the insert ing to compare the spectra of the figure to those
map of Africa which appears in the upper right of 5°W and 0° longitude and note that the latter
corner of each figure. A feature that one can spectra shift 5° northward. This is simply ex-
readily notice is that some of the cross sections plained by the position of the African land mass
are only over the ocean, some are partially over as can be seen in the insert. In fact, we might
land and ocean, and others are entirely over land. also add that the location of those peaks follows
This allows us the opportunity to in some way the position of the ITCZ. These results are per-
detect the influence of the lower boundary on the haps not independent of the fact that we are
predominant maximnm peaks in the spectra. The analyzing cloud cover and it would seem obvious
graphs in Figure 10 from 25°W-15°W have a that one would expect the maximum variance to
very low level of variance throughout the region; coincide with the position' of the ITCZ. The
however, one may still identify a peak in the intensity of the power spectra increases more
neighborhood of 2 days that increases in intensity dramatically for the eastern cross sections as seen

.
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in Figure 11. A considerable amount of variance
for periods close to 1 day are characteristic of 1,0 -

the spectra over land. One exception easily 9~
noticed is in the spectra of soE, a cross section ,90
bounded on the north by the Sahara and the 85
Gulf of Guinea to the south, in which one can 80
notice the narrow extension of the peak close to 75
1 day which is less than 10°; the other land 70
spectra in contrast with this one show a much b5
wider extension of this peak. It should also be "':;:

.60mentioned that the peak in the 2-2.7 day band ~
is located at soN from 0° longitude to soE, ~ 55
practically lying parallel to the Ivory Coast, then ~ 50
slowly drifts to the south from 100E to 2soE. : 45
In these eastern locations the peak is very intense 40
and very extended (from soN to 100S). This 35
area corresponds to the large plateau of the 30
Mrican Congo. The eastern coast of Africa 25
which is characterized by the mountainous regioRs 20
of Kenya and Uganda exhibits power spectra such J
as the last one shown in Figure' 11 (300E). The J
variance of the power spectra is significantly 05reduced in comparison with the western most 15N

locations over land. Another noteworthy feature Fig. 12 As in Fig. 9 but for a 10. X 10. grid.
here is the location of the 2-2.7 day band peak;
it is now centered over the Equator rather than (10~ X 10°); when ~o~p~ed with Fig. 9, we
at 100s as shown in the other cross sections. notIce a complete elimInatIon of the 2-day peak.
There seems to be a direct relationship between In. addi!io~ .to this, we can refer to Fi~. 2 in
the spectral peak at the Equator and the position w~lch Individual power spectra .for 1 0 ~ .and
of Lake Victoria as well as a lack of variance to S N show the same effect. To gaIn some InSIght
the south of it corresponding to the highlands of in.to the scales. involved in these processes: we
Tanzania. Overall, we must conclude that there will now examIne the results .of an analysIs of
is a large variance present in the 2-2.7 day band the. coherence and phase difference between
and that there is a correlation between the in- statIons.

tensity and extension of the peak and its geo- c. Coherence and Phase Difference
graphical position. A similar analysis done by The analysis program used here and described
Gruber (personal communication) of satellite by Yanai, e't al. (1968) can calculate the co-
pictures of cloud cover over western Mrica, the herence and phase difference between two sta-
GATE area, and South America tends to show tions. The coherence and phase differences to
a similar behavior in the power spectra with be presented were calculated with respect to two
respect to the 2-2.7 days peaks over western reference centers, one between (100S, 2S0E) and
Africa and the GATE area, his results also show all the other stations, and the other between
a reduced intensity of the 2-2.7 days peak in (S oN, 0°) and all the other stations. Fig. 13
comparison to the S day peak. The only dif- shows the contours of coherence as a function of
ference other than the geographical location latitude and longitude in which the light sh&ded
seems to be that he took a minimum analysis areas designate coherence values larger than O.S
area of 10° X 10°. Of course, if the mesoscale and the dark 8haded areas represent regions of
systems which contribute to the 2-2.7 day bands coherence larger than 0.6. This particular case
in our spectra have scales on the order of is for a period of S days. The heavy lines outline
1000 km or smaller, that would explain this dis- the change in sign of the phase angle. However,
crepancy. To test this possibility, we analyzed we feel that the phase lines outside the areas of
our data in 10° X 10° squares. Results of this large coherence are not very reliable. Neverthe-
analysis are shown in Fig. 12 which shows the less, the east-west separation of the phase lines
power spectra for the larger horizontal area near the equator indicates the scale of the dis-
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turbance to be on the order of 6000 km. Similar
analyses were done for the 2-day disturbance at
the locations (100S, 25°E) and (SON, 0°) as Can
be seen in Figs. 14-15. Although the coherence
was reasonably high, the phase angle was found
to change abruptly from station to station. Phase
lines in figures 14 and 15 suggest a rough esti-
mation of 2000 km for the east-west scale. This
result is only suggestive since our resolution was
5° and only 3 or 4 points will correspond to a

/'

wavelength. Moreover, the calculated phase dif-
ference and its orientation has no relevance in
this particular case since these waves could come
in bursts of 10 or 15 days, and looking at the
phase difference~ obtained over 3 months time
is not appropriate. However, some rough esti-
mation of the scale, as well as the orientation, is
possible. Unfortunately, we do not have infor-
mation on the mean wind systems for this time

Fig. 13 Contours of coherence greater than period a~though the derived phase orientation of
0.5 for T p=5 days. Heavy lines the waves seems to imply the existence of a
denote the changes in phase angle. north-south wind. This result is also consistent

with the previous discussion of the differences
in power spectra between analyses areas of 5 Ox
5° and 10° X 10° as shown in Figs. 9 and 13.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

From the observational analyses presented
here, one may conclude that a large amount of
the cloud cover variance exists in periods close
to 2 days (40%), that there are two centers
where the 2-2.7 days peak is a maximum (100S,
25°E and soN, 0°), and that the power spectra
maxima at the 2-2.7 day band depends on the
smallest resolved area used in the data analysis.

The power spectra peak 2-2.7 days waves is
considerably larger over land than over the ocean.
Coherence was found to be maximum in belt-
like configurations along certain latitude bands.
The phase difference, although very noisy, indi-
cates a horizontal scale on the order of 2000 km.

It seems appropriate to suggest that mesoscale
Fig. 14 As in Fig. 13 but for Tp=2.73 days. systems with scales of the order of 1000km or
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smaller and time scales in the neighborhood of 50
2 days that are clearly present over Equatorial
Africa may be related to large internal gravity -AVERIff1:c~~OMu.oiINESS
waves that are generated by the periodically ::;;;;;;;! BAND 1 '90-10 d,y.

..h .-BAND 2 , 10-32' d,y.pulsating dIurnal boundary layer, a mec amsm """*"""""" BAND 3 , 32S-1J,7 d,y.
which was proposed and described by Orlanski ..BAND' ,1J,7-11) day'
(1973, 1976). With this analysis however, we
cannot discount other processes which could also", 30
contribute to periodicities discussed here. The, ~
modulation effect produced by the easterly waves g
in the precipitation patterns as discussed by ~
Asplinden, et al. (1976) and, that the generation ~. 20
of African waves are produced by shear insta-
bility of the low level jet (Rennick, 1976) are
such examples. However, the authors feel that
for the effect of the easterly waves to produce
modulations of 2 days, one must find the exist-
ence of a strong 4 or 5 day peak whenever a
peak in the neighborhood of 2 days is found.

ISaN loaN S'N EQ 5'5 10'5 15'5 20'SAs Figure 11 shows, this is not the case. As to LATITUDE
the possibility of some kind of shear instability. .
of a mean flow as proposed by Rennick, we Fig. 16 A c~mparison between the aver~ge

... h th o d cloudmess for the 3 month perIod
cannot claIm or dIsclaIm muc from IS ata.

(M M 1975) d th t..ar- ay an e square roo
Perha ps wIth WInd Spectra we could learn more f h b d '-: bt . f0 eac an average conu. u ion 0
about thIS possIbility; however, we feel that the variance.
local topographic control that seems to appear
in this data is in contradiction to what one would 5 days if the observational domain is large, but
expect if the processes were generated by some that significant peaks close to two days appear
kind of instability of the easterly zonal flow. if he reduces the horizontal observation area.
Clearly, from Figures 10 and 11 one can dispute This result is very much in agreement with our
the possibility that the maximum instability for comparative analysis of 5 ° X 5 D and 10D X 10D
those waves is located at 14°N as claimed by spectra. .

Rennick. Rather, it seems that the maximum Although the results of this study are highly
activity is controlled by the characteristics of the suggestive of the existence of a mesoscale phe-
lower boundary layer and strongly dependent on nomena with close to two day periodicity, more
longitude which is contrary to Rennick's con- analysis of high resolution data, both in space
clusions. and time for different meteorological variables,

Realizing that the data is not as complete as will be needed in order to more fully understand
one would like to have, we sincerely feel that the dynamics and the role of such mesoscale
this analysis in some way disproves some of the processes in the precipitation patterns characteris-
generating mechanisms previously proposed and tics of the equatorial regions.
although not conclusive, it tends to be consistent
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Atmospheric and Oceanic Heat Export in the Tropical Pacific

By Ste,fan Hastenrath

The University of Wisconsin
(Manuscript received 20 May 1977, in revised form 3 August 1977)

Abstract

A partitioning of heat export by the oceanic water body vs. the atmospheric column
is presented for the tropical Pacific, on the basis of satellite-derived net radiation at the top
of the atmosphere and calculations of the oceanic heat budget. For individual Marsden
squares, the divergence of heat transport within the oceanic water body ranges from + 169
(export) to -191 (import) percent of the net radiative input to the system at the top of the
atmosphere. Heat export within the ocean is particularly important in the band of cold water
immediately to the South of the Equator.

1. Introduction middle o( ten degree squares. These publications
...provide the data base for the present study.

The low latttudes are the input region to the Ocean areas evaluated here are shown in Fig. 1.
global heat budget. The net radiative heat gain
at the top of the atmosphere is exported pole- 2. Basic theory
ward within both atmosphere and ocean. Satel- A heat budget scheme for the atmosphere-
lite measurements of net radiation at the upper ocean system is presented in Fig. 2. The budget
boundary of the earth-atmosphere system and equation for the system as a whole can be
computations of the oceanic heat budget invite written
a reappraisal of the relative importance of tropi-
cal- atmosphere and ocean in global energetics. SWLWtttop=Qva+Qta+Qvo+Qto (1)

This has recently been performed for the tropical The left-hand term signifies the net radiation at
Atlantic Ocean (Hastenrath, 1977). In comple- the top of the atmosphere; in the right-hand
mentation of that work, the present paper terms the subscripts v and t denote divergence
attempts an evaluation for the tropical Pacific. of heat transport and storage, respectively, the

The long-term average annual heat budget of subscripts a and 0 referring to atmosphere and
the Pacific Ocean has been calculated by Wyrtki ocean.
(1965). His charts permit an evaluation by five The heat budget equation for the atmospheric
degree square areas. Satellite-derived net radi- column reads
ation data for the top of .the atmosphere over a Qva+Qta=[SWLWtttop-SWLWttsIC]
few years haVe been published recently (Yonder Q (2)
Haar and Ellis, 1974), but these refer to the +e+ s

where the right hand terms denote the net radi-
tr -~ ative cooling of the atmospheric column, latent
1_- '-~i~'OOW20N~ and sensible heat transfer at the ocean surface,
Q I I.

II I respectIve y.
~ 0 : :_- For the heat budget of the ocean

III, ~ : : SWLWttslc=Qe+Qs+Qvo+Qto (3)

;~~ : ": the left-hand term being the net radiation at the
I 1 f Th... al th--ocean sur ace. IS in turn IS equ to e sum

Fig. 1 Orientation map. Broken line blocks of net shortwave, swt tIlt, and net longwave
indicate data coverage for Fig. 3 ;tnd radiation L wt tIlt, at the surface.
Table 1. Addition of Eqs. (2) and (3) yields Eq. (1),


